By Christopher Shelton

-

Party Morale Translated into Voting Booth
Turn out Could Decide Between an Electoral
Nightmare and Sweet Dreams For The GOP
he recurring California Republican nightmare
question that is keeping GOP pundits awake
nights: is 1996 turning into a replay of the 1992
general election? November of 1992 saw the
most unfortunate combination of a state openly deserted by the BushlQuayle campaign, morale (and
hence turn out) among the GOP rank and file at rock
bottom, and a Democrat Party and electorate energized almost to the point of triumphalism (if such a
religious allusion isn’t completely inappropriate to use
in the same sentence as California Democrats). The
resulting landslide cost the GOP dearly in congressional and legislative contests.
Republicans keep saying it can’t happen again with
all the fervor of a group of kids who know they saw
ghosts in the cemetery last Halloween and would just
as soon not have to take that route home again.
Democrats know it is a consummation devoutly to be
wished, and point to stray omens here and there as
harbingers every bit as reliable as the swallows in Capistrano indicating the dawn of the feast of St. Joseph.
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Predicting the outcome of elections is perilous duty
even a week before the voting, let alone more than a
month in advance. Nonetheless, the dictates of editorial deadlines make such prognostication our task, and
there are some general outlines that can be seen
through the political mists. The good news for Republicans is that a debacle of 1992 proportions is unlikely.
The bad news is that just about all of the easy pickin’s
were nabbed by the GOP in 1994, thereby severely
limiting their upside potential this year. This is not to
say of course that disaster could not still strike and
make ’96 a ’92 repeat. The Clinton campaign starts
with a solid lead of 10 to 12 percent. That will be
tough to overcome in the best of circumstances. Any
more Dole gaffes such as his nicotine comments could
send the presidential race out of reach in California with all the negative consequences that holds for GOP
morale and turn out. However, if statewide turn out is
anywhere near historical norms (5 to 10 percent more
registered Republicans voting than Democrats), then
the political map of California keeps the Dole/Kemp
ticket in the hunt for our electoral votes.
The “political map” is simply the reality that Clin-
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ton will - and must - carry the San Francisco Bay
Area and Los Angeles County by very large margins.
Conversely, Dole/Kemp will - and must - carry
non-L.A. Southern California and the Sacramento-toOregon counties by equally lopsided majorities. That
leaves the Central Valley from Sacramento south to
Bakersfield as the key battleground. All other things
behaving as usual then, whoever carries the Central
Valley will carry California. Dole/Kemp are still realistically in that hunt, and they have at least initially
made an impressive commitment of money and manpower to the Golden State. That bodes well for the
rest of the GOP ticket.

* * * Congress * * *
CALIFORNIA’S 52-MEMBER congressional delegation is
currently divided 26 Democrats to 26 Republicans.
Three G O P freshmen incumbents are high on Democrat target lists: Frank Riggs of the far North Coast;
Andrea Seastrand of Santa Barbara and San Luis ObisPO, and Brian Bilbray of San Diego. Additionally,
long-time Republican stalwart Carlos Moorehead is retiring, and demographic changes now make his Glendale/Pasadena-based district winnable for Democrats.
The fact that the only three vulnerable Republican
incumbents represent coastal districts is perhaps a topic for another article. O f the three, Mrs. Seastrand
(one of the truLy nice people in elected ofice) had the
closest call in 1994. She vows not to repeat last campaign’s mistake of neglecting to talk about her opponent’s very liberal past record. This is a “lean GOP”
district that tends to like homespun candidates like
Seastrand, so she faces the paradox that if she wins
this time it will probably be by another close margin,
but that if she does manage to hang on she will p r o b
ably be safe for the foreseeable future.

ilbray has recently slipped off most “endangered” lists because of weakness in his opponent. Riggs, on the other hand, represents's
district that leans Democrat - a lot. He won
the seat before because of his hard work and people
skills. If he wins again it will be
because of the same factors. His
main danger is a huge Democrat turn out (which, in that
part of California, can happen
if the marijuana harvest ends
early). And if he does win
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again, he will perpetually be on the Democrat target
list, which Riggs says is fine with him. This is a man
who enjoys a challenge.
The Moorehead seat in L.A. County is a different
animal, having turned from very white and Republican to very mottled and competitive. The G O P has
never had to mount a serious defense of this territory
-likewise the Democrats have never before had a serious chance for gains here. Moorehead’s retirement,
combined with competitive legislative seats in the
same area (see below), make this part of Los Angeles
not only a battleground but also something of a bellwether. If the Democrats gain seats here, they will
probably do quite well statewide. Conversely, should
the Republicans be able to maintain all their current
seats here, they will probably do quite well both congressionally and legislatively throughout the state.
On the other hand, Republicans feel they have a
real shot at four Democrat seats: those held by Tony
Beilenson (who is retirind, George Brown, Jane Harman, and Calvin Dooley. This observer believes that
only the Brown seat is truly winnable for the GOP,
with Harman the next most likely casualty. And the
odds right now are that the Democrats - if they beat
any G O P incumbents - will defeat only one of
those. Hence the outlook is for little change in the
congressional delegation.

* * * Legislature * * *
THELINEUP in the state Senate is currently 22 D, 16
R, and 2 I, which is deceiving since the two “Independents” are usually reliable Democrat votes. (Okay,
Quentin Kopp fans, he is more independent than the
other “I”, Lucy Killea.) A truly accurate count of Senate membership would be 23 D, 16 R, and 1 I (Quentin “Depends who I’m cranky at this morning” Kopp).
Democrats are making noises about picking up the
L.A. County district Bob Beverly is vacating. They are
probably blowing smoke, although if 1992 conditions
were to reappear this is a district they could win. It
probably stays in the Republican column in any “normal” climate.
It is the seat of retiring G O P veteran Newt Russell
that is the “big casino” for both parties. This district
covers virtually the same Glendale/Pasadena-centered
geography as Carlos Moorehead’s congressional district. It has, therefore, ipsofacto, undergone the same
type of demographic transformation as the congres-
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sional turf. Both districts have a registration that sits
at about 40 percent Republican to 44 percent Democrat. These are numbers that don’t normally scare Republicans, but the Democrats are putting on the full
court press. These registration numbers reflect a reliably Democrat and growing minority population as
well as some “weak loyalty” wealthy Republicans vulnerable to Democrat appeals on environmental and
other social issues. In the state Senate race here, con-

tricts are all currently held by
Democrats. Russell’s is the
only GOP seat in real danger.
And with Republican Rainey
heavily favored to win the
Boatwright seat, Republican
retention of the Russell district insures a net G O P
gain of at least 1. Even more importantly, it raises the
stakes enormously in the Killea and Mello districts. A

G O P standard facing very
Democrat seats, would
Setencich is running as a write-in
leave the Senate at 21 D,
liberal, Hollywood-connect18 R, 1 I (Kopp), and
ed attorne; Adam SchifE
with the full support of both the
would probably be the end
This will likely be the most
Democrat Party and nominally
of Bill Lockyer’s leadership
expensive Senate election in
the state, and YOU can only Republican Congressman Bill Thomas. in the
The dynamics of the Aspity the poor mail carriers
-~
sembly races are totally difin this district during Octoferent, of course, since there the GOP is defending a
ber. Yet because of circumstances elsewhere, the outcurrent Republican majority. Frankly, few prospects
come of this election will likely determine whether or
for change exist in the lower house. This is especially
not the Republicans make any net gains in the Senate.
where the GOD won most of the easy victories of
1994. The outcome in a couple of districts, however,
he reason is the nature of the other three competitive Senate races. Independent (though relishould indicate the statewide fortunes of both parties.
One is the Fresno-area seat of former basketball
able Democrat vote) Lucy Killea is vacating her
player, former Republican, and former Speaker Brian
San Diego seat. While this is a district that the
Setencich. Rightfully defeated by an angry GOP elecGOP could win, the Democrats have nominated libtorate
in the primary, he is now running as a write-in
eral Assemblywoman Dede Alpert to oppose a Pete
against Republican nominee Robert M. Prenter Jr.
Wilson clone named Joe Dolphin (no doubt he’d be a
with the full support of both the Democrat Party and
real “flipper-flopper” if elected!). And a candidate who
nominally Republican Congressman Bill Thomas.
believes in something will almost always defeat a candidate who believes in nothing - hence this is a likeThomas’s hatred of GOP conservatives is so great he
ly Democrat retention. If Dolphin follows his menhas finally dropped the mask and is openly doing
tor’s lead and gets extra tough on the illegal
what he has done surreptitiously many times before:
support the Democrat apparatus against conservatives.
immigration issue he could stage an upset, but for
It probably won’t work. Setencich can’t win this seat
now this probably stays in the Donkey column.
Then there is the Contra Costa County seat being
unless he gets a massive infusion of Democrat dollars,
which is unlikely given the other demands for these
vacated by long-time Democrat Dan Boatwright. Redollars around the state. Setencich would receive a
publican Assemblyman Dick Rainey is the heavy faboost if he could find a friendly judge willing to allow
vorite to capture this seat for the GOP. Also in the
same general vicinity, the South Bay district currently
voters to apply a “peel off‘ sticker reading “Setencich”
to the ballot instead of actually having to write in his
held by Democrat Henry Mello is being strongly contested by moderate Republican Assemblyman Bruce
hard-to-spell name. So far there have been no judicial
takers. This is a probable GOP retention.
McPherson. The Democrats also have a strong candiThe other exceptionally hot Assembly battleground
date in former Assemblyman Rusty Areias. This will
be a very close race between two quality candidates.
is, again, the Moorehead and Russell Glendale/PasaHence the importance of the Newt Russell seat to
dena area. Two currently GOP Assembly seats are in
danger here. Incumbent Bill Hoge faces a strong
both parties. The Killea, Mello, and Boatwright dis-
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Democrat challenge in Pasadena. Hoge is a conservative in the H.L. Richardson ‘(in your face” tradition.
This, combined with a constant drumbeat of negative
stories from his local media, put this district at risk of
falling to a heavily-financed Democrat effort.
The Assembly district centered in Glendale is currently held by Republican Jim Rogan, the GOP nominee for the Moorehead congressional seat. The 1991
re-districting stretched this formerly solid conservative
seat into the Hollywood and Echo Park portions of
the city of Los Angeles. Heavily Democrat and heavily
voting, these additions combine with a growing Latino population in the Glendale portion to make the
district exceptionally vulnerable. The Republicans had
a factious primary in which conservative division allowed the victory of a candidate who, if not a
Pete Wilson certified moderate, is still a
fir cry from the rock-ribbed conservative leadership this district was
used to receiving from Rogan,
Pat Nolan, and Mike Antono.
vich. The GOP nominee, Peter Geranios, has worked
hard with apparent success
to mend fences - a mustwin district for both parties. There are a half-dozen other competitive Assembly races around the state, but if the
GOP retains the Hoge and
Geranios districts, and replaces Setencich with Robert
Prenter, the odds are strong
that Speaker Pringle will be
sitting snugly atop a Republican majority in the Assembly numbering 42 or 43 seats. O n the other hand,
Democrat victories in the above mentioned races would
probably exactly reverse those numbers, giving them a
42 or 43 seat majority. That being the case, the most
likely outcome for California’s congressional and legislative elections is that millions of dollars will be
spent and not a whole lot will change. A DoleKemp
collapse would of course change those dynamics. But
now, it appears that if the national ticket stays competitive, the state GOP could have reason to smile the
morning after the election.

* * * GoodByePete * * *
AN INTERESTED observer of all these battles will be P.
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Barlow Wilson. However, Wilson’s stunningly inept
performance in the weeks leading up to the Republican National Convention has finally made him the irrelevant man. Two months ago, Wilson stood to be a
re-invigorated GOP powerhouse if the Republicans
made legislative gains. Whether Dole/Kemp won or
lost, Wilson appeared to be well-positioned to run in
2000 at the end of this current term, or wait for 2004
while returning to the U.S. Senate.
is incredibly ham-handed attempts to bash
Dole with the abortion issue - keeping it
alive with regular Dole-goading finterviews
and network T V appearances long, Long after
the issue had been settled - eviscerated support for
Wilson across all GOP spectrums. Dole is furious. Moderate Republicans who favor legal abortion but have other issues of
importance are embarrassed. Conservatives are rejoicing that Wilson has finally -with his own
actions - proven himself to
be exactly what they’ve said
he was for years. Republican
leaders of all stripes wonder
at the governor’s artless handling of the matter. George
Gorton must have been back
in Russia, for the Wilson political operation was clearly with-
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out a leader -and without a clue
-as the convention approached.
Wilson’s fall from grace was inadvertently captured in a picture of Jack Kemp addressing the -California delegation. Kemp, working
himself up into the usual froth, stopped in mid-speech
to take off his coat. As he turned from the podium, the
first person he saw was Wilson. Kemp handed over and Wilson dutihlly accepted - his coat. And there
was a brash, energetic Jack Kemp speaking as a grim
and dour Wilson literally held his coat.
Wilson can now probably be ruled out as a contender for 2000 if DoleKemp lose. H e certainly still
has a good shot at returning to the Senate, but veteran
Wilson watchers wonder if he’d be happy there as a
back bencher to the solidly-entrenched conservative
leadership. The true reasons for Wilson’s selfdestruction as a national GOP force have pros
scratching their heads - and California conservatives
reaching for the champagne.
CPR
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The

California
Dream

by Terry Eastland
Continuedfiom CPR’SJuly/August issue. Excerptsfiom Part I:
An effort to recover the original intent of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, after which it is
named, the California Civil Rights Initiative (CCRI,) would amend the state constitution on
these terms: “Thestate shall not discriminate against, or grant prgerential treatment to, any
individual or group on the basis of race, sex, color, ethnicig, or national origin in the operation of public employment, public education, or public contracting.’’ CCRI is the creation of
two professors new to grassrootspolitical activism - Tom Wood, executive director of the Culifornia Association of Scholars and a former philosophy professor, and Glynn Custred, a professor of anthropology at California State Universig, Hayward.
Under the California Constitution, two-third of both houses of the Legislature may propose
an amendment, and in August 1994, Republican lawmakers in the state Assembly pushed an
early version of CCRI,. But with Democrats in control of both houses, and the proposed amendment drawing vigorous oppositionfiom civil rights leaders and public employee unions, it died
after a three-hour heuring. Fortunateb, the state constitution also provides a process by which the
people themselves may propose an amendment by referendum -the strategy Wood and Custred
jhally decided to pursue. “Theonly way, ”saysCustred, “wasto take it to thepeople.’’

Part I1

Te~ry
Eastland is

editor of Forbes
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Public Policy Center in
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Eastland? book Ending
Afirmative Action, The
Casefor Colorblind
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1996 229pages, $23,
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he prospect of California’s voting on CCRI in 1996 caught the attention of Republican presidential aspirants, including Governor Wilson, who endorsed
CCRI early in 1995 and then moved on several fronts to end affirmative action.
T o begin with, Wilson issued an executive order eliminating all state preferential treatment requirements lacking authorization in state or federal law. In other words,
he ended discretionary employment preferences, such as those adopted by the water resources and the forestry and fire protection departments under which a certain percentage
of jobs were reserved for women and minorities only. The executive order also sought to
conform state employment practices to the Supreme Court’s Croson decision by requiring
that statutorily required hiring goals be based on the percentages of minorities in the qualified labor pool, not the percentages in the work force generally. And the order eliminated
one of the subtle pressures of the affirmative action culture - a requirement that a hiring
supervisor explain in writing why a non-affirmative action candidate was hired if an “under-represented” Candidate was in the hiring pool.
Wilson also filed suit challenging the constitutionality of five state laws that encourage
or require preferential treatment, all of which concern employment and contracting.
When measured against the Supreme Court’s 1989 Croson decision, these statutes had obvious infirmities. The laws requiring set-asides for minorities in contracting, for example,
contained no findings of actual discrimination, as Croson demands. What is politically
notable is that the Legislature made little effort to bring these wayward statutes into conTHECALIFORNIA
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